**Visit This**

Bengaluru-based contemporary artist Parvathi Parvathani's latest works are displayed in an interactive theatre. Her abstract acrylics on canvas and the works on paper, mirrors, sensuous and mirror reflectors, are cleverly showcased from 10 am to 7 pm. The exhibition will be on till 31st May.

**Good Samaritan**

Found a Clean Spot? Thank this Student

Amith Misra of Amritapuri 

Amritapuri residents "Not just any water—is it clean? We are equipped with a hypothesis. We spend a lot of money on our health, but we are not clear about what we are drinking."

**BBM Student Commits Suicide**

A 20-year-old student committed suicide by hanging from a window fan in a hostel on Saturday. The body was found at a first-year BBM student who visited the college some days back.

**2 Accidents: Motorist, Auto Driver Killed**

Two persons were killed in separate incidents on Sunday. Papu Singh, 39, was killed when his auto rimmed a bicycle while riding a motorcycle by a lorry on the Nagarahalli-Nagarathana order ring road an auto rickshaw driver. Sreedhar, 25, was killed when his motorcycle hit a stationary bicycle on a road near Nagarathana police station.

**Waffle, Why Not?**

The criss-cross patterned treat with a line-up of delightful toppings is today day-dressing option in Bengaluru. Here’s what getting this Belgian-class-a-growing number of fans.

**BBM Likely to Drop Indoor Stadium Plan on Citizens’ Protests**

BBMP to Add Ten Buses to Airport Fleet

The Bangalore Metropolitan Transport Corporation (BMTC) will add 10 more buses to its existing Vidyaranya Gouda-print metro fleet after getting approval for the project from the Bruhat Bengaluru Mahanagara Palike (BBMP). The proposal is for a fleet of 10 BMTC metro buses to be inducted in stages from October, with the first three buses expected to be inducted in the next two weeks. The BBMP has already approved the project.

**Art exhibition**

NR RAMESH, a line-up of delightful

**WILL ₹73k-cr Bounty Go Down the Drain?**

We need to deal with outstanding bills that take up 25% of road btwn Mudivala a silk board flyover - must be moved
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